Abstract. This is the first of a series of three papers exploring the connection between the multiwavelength properties of AGNs in nearby early-type galaxies and the characteristics of their hosts. We selected two samples, both with high resolution 5 GHz VLA observations available and providing measurements down to 1 mJy level, reaching radio-luminosities as low as 10
Introduction
It is becoming increasingly clear that most (if not all) galaxies host a supermassive black hole (SMBH) in their centers (e.g. Kormendy & Richstone 1995) . The tight relationships between the SMBH mass and the stellar velocity dispersion (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) as well as with the mass of the spheroidal component of their host galaxies (e.g. Marconi & Hunt 2003) clearly indicate that they follow a common evolutionary path. As recently demonstrated by Heckman et al. (2004) the synchronous growth of SMBH (traced by energy output of AGNs) and galaxies (evidenced by their star formation rate) is at work even now, in the nearby Universe. But despite this fundamental breakthrough in our understanding of the SMBH/galaxy system and the fact that historically the first evidences for the existence of SMBH were provided by the nuclear activity in form of an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN), we still lack a clear picture of the precise relationship between AGN and host galaxies. For example, while spiral galaxies preferentially harbour radio-quiet AGN, early-type galaxies host both radio-loud and radio-quiet AGN. Similarly, radio-loud AGN are generally associated with the most massive SMBH as there is a median shift between the radio-quiet and radio-loud distribution, but both distributions are broad and overlap considerably (e.g. Dunlop et al. 2003 ).
In the last decade, thanks to HST imaging, a new picture of the properties of nearby galaxies also emerged. Nearly all galaxies have singular starlight distributions with surface brightness diverging as Σ(r) ∼ r −γ , with γ > 0 (e.g. Lauer et al. 1995) and the distribution of cusp slopes in both stellar luminosity density and projected surface brightness is bimodal (Gebhardt et al. 1996; Faber et al. 1997) . In some cases γ decreases only slowly toward the center and a steep γ > 0.5 cusp continues to the HST resolution limit; these systems are classified as "power-law" galaxies. In other objects the projected profile breaks to a shallow inner cusp with γ ≤ 0.3 and these form the class of "core galaxies". A small number of "intermediate" galaxies have been also identified (e.g. Ravindranath et al. 2001 ) that have cusp slopes with 0.3 < γ < 0.5, but the ensemble of cusp slopes of the spheroidal component of galaxies is still bimodal. Faber et al. examined how the central structure correlates with other galaxy properties, showing that luminous early-type galaxies preferentially have cores, whereas most fainter spheroids have power-law profiles. Moreover, cores are slowly rotating and have boxy isophotes, while power-laws rotate rapidly and are disky. This scheme fits nicely with the revision of the Hubble sequence proposed by Kormendy & Bender (1996) .
Clearly, these recent developments provide us with a new framework in which to explore the connection between host galaxies and AGNs. In particular, early-type galaxies appear to be the critical class of objects, in which core and power-law galaxies coexist, i.e. where the transition between the two profiles classes occur.
This study must be limited to samples of relatively nearby galaxies. In fact the Nuker classification can only be obtained when the nuclear region, potentially associated to a shallow cusp, can be well resolved. The radius at which the break in the brightness profiles occurs are in the range 10 pc -1 kpc; the most compact cores will be barely resolved already at a distance of 40 Mpc (where 10 pc subtend an angle of 0.
′′ 05) even in the HST images. Furthermore, high quality radio-images are required for an initial selection of AGN candidates. As discussed in more details in Sect. 2 two such large samples of nearby early-type galaxies have been already studied at radiowavelengths and they will represent the starting point for our analysis.
In order to explore the multiwaveleghts properties of these candidates AGN we will take advantage on the substantial coverage supplied by both the HST and Chandra archives when nearby galaxies are concerned. The high resolution and sensitivity of these instruments will enable us to isolate the nuclear emission, if present, in both the optical and X-ray band down to unprecedented low luminosity levels. This will open the possibility of building three-bands diagnostic diagrams comparing the radio, optical and X-ray emission, to identify genuine low luminosity AGN and to explore their spectral energy distributions.
The plan of this series of papers is as follows: in this first part we will define the samples to be examined, collect the available HST images, analyze the galaxies brightness profiles and compare our results with other samples studied in the past. In the two forthcoming papers we will firstly discuss the properties of objects with a core profile, while power-law galaxies will be discussed and compared in a third paper.
We adopt a Hubble constant of H o = 75 km s
Sample selection and description
For our purposes we must study a large sample of nearby objects for which radio observations combining relatively high resolution, high frequency and sensitivity are available, in order to minimize the contribution from radioemission not related to the galaxy's nucleus and confusion from background sources. Two studies in the literature fulfill these requirements. Wrobel & Heeschen (1991) and Sadler et al. (1989) presented 5 GHz VLA radio-images of two samples of nearby early-type galaxies with a resolution between 3 ′′ and 5
′′
and a flux limit of ∼ 1 mJy. The two samples were selected with a very similar strategy. More specifically, Wrobel (1991) extracted a northern sample of galaxies from the CfA redshift survey (Huchra et al. 1983 ) satisfying the following criteria: (1) δ 1950 ≥ 0, (2) photometric magnitude B ≤ 14; (3) heliocentric velocity ≤ 3000 km s −1 , and (4) morphological Hubble type T ≤ -1, for a total number of 216 galaxies. Sadler et al. (1989) selected a southern sample of E and S0 galaxies brighter than magnitude 14, with δ ≤ −32, (the Parkes sample). They subsequently selected a subsample of 116 galaxies with the further restriction of δ ≥ −45 to be observable with the VLA. The only substantial difference between the two samples is that Sadler et al. did not impose a distance limit. Nonetheless, the threshold in optical magnitude effectively limits the sample to a recession velocity of ∼ 6000 km s −1 . Consequently their sample has a median recession velocity larger by a factor of ∼ 2 higher than for the Wrobel sample and it contains galaxies which are optically (and radio) brighter by an average factor of 4.
Here we focus on the radio-detected sources of both samples, building a radio-flux limited sample of AGN candidates. Having excluded three galaxies from the Local Group (Leo I and II, Ursa Minor), Wrobel & Heeschen detected 67 galaxies, while 49 were detected by Sadler et al. (1989) . In the HST public archive we found images taken with WFPC2, NICMOS or ACS, for a total of 65 objects, 48 and 17 from the Wrobel sample (hereafter Sample I) and from the Sadler et al. sample (hereafter Sample II) respectively. These galaxies form our final sample.
In Tables 1 and 2 we provide the basic data for the selected galaxies namely the recession velocity (corrected for infall of the Local Group towards Virgo from the LEDA database), the K band magnitude from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) (available for all but one source), the V band galactic extinction, the total radio-luminosity at 5 GHz, the radio-core flux -when this can be isolated in the VLA maps.
HST data and surface brightness profiles
HST images of the selected galaxies were taken with a variety of instruments and filters. When multiple datasets are available for a given object, we give preference to those obtained with ACS or WFPC2 in the F814W or F555W filters to improve the uniformity of the images used. Table 1 . Galaxies in sample I: (1) UGC name, (2) alternative optical identifications, (3) recession velocity in km s −1 , (4) total K band galaxy's magnitude from 2MASS, (5) galactic extinction in the V band from NED, (6) However, when significant dust structures are present in the optical, we used the infrared NICMOS images if present in the archive. All data were retrieved from the public HST archive and were calibrated by the standard On The Fly Re-processing (OTFR) system. In Tables 3  and 4 we give the instrument/filter combination for the images used to study the brightness profile which are presented in Fig. 1 through 4. Several objects show peculiar morphologies on the HST scale which prevent any attempt to produce a fit to their surface brightness. These include spiral-like objects, objects with a clumpy morphology suggestive of star forming regions, and galaxies with severe dust obscuration. In Table 2 . Galaxies in sample II: (1) optical name, (2) alternative optical identifications, (3) recession velocity in km s −1 , (4) total K band galaxy's magnitude from 2MASS, (5) galactic extinction in the V band, (6) total 5 GHz [mJy] radio-flux from a Sadler et al. (1989) or b Slee et al. (1994) , (7) a three cases this is probably due to the fact that the only HST observations available were taken in the ultraviolet with the F300W filter. All galaxies discarded at this stage, 10 + 1 in sample I and II respectively, are marked with a dagger in Tables 3 and 4 . It is interesting to note that all 11 complex galaxies have M K > −22.5 (with the exception of UGC 7329 with M K = −23.0), substantially fainter than the median of the regular galaxies ( M K = −24.5) . When available we take the parameters describing the Nuker law fit from the literature. This is the case for 21 + 3 objects in the two sub-samples. For the remaining 30 objects we used IRAF task 'ellipse' to fit elliptical isophotes to the galaxies (Jedrzejewski 1987) . These include a few objects for which the classification was based on pre-refurbishment HST data from Byun et al. (1996) 1 .
Prominent dust features are often present and they are masked before fitting; in the radial range corresponding to dust structures, we usually preferred to fix the isophotes center, position angle and ellipticity to the values of the last isophote not affected by dust, in order to stabilize the fit. When the dust feature cover a large azimuthal range (e.g. in the case of circumnuclear disks) no masking can be used and the resulting profiles will be necessarily affected. Similarly we masked all background stars or other spurious sources present in the field of view. The background was measured at the edges of images and subtracted. A few objects fill the whole available field of view; in these cases we treated the background level as an extra free pa-1 During the preparation of this paper Lauer et al. (2004) published fit to the HST images of additional 7 objects of our sample. The classification in core and power-law coincide with those given in the Tables 3 and 4 with the only exception of NGC 3706: while they conclude that this is a core galaxy, we adopt a more conservative description as a complex profile.
rameter in the Nuker fitting. The background level is uncorrelated with all other parameters except for the large scale slope β and it can be easily measured and accounted for, particularly in these well exposed images. The resulting one-dimensional major-axis (background subtracted) profiles are presented in Fig. 5 through 7 . Errors in the surface brightness are not be displayed as they rarely exceed the 1% level.
On these profiles we performed a fit with a Nuker law in the form
The parameter β measures the slope of the outer region of the brightness profile, r b is the break radius (corresponding to a brightness I b ) where the profile flattens to a smaller slope measured by the parameter γ. α sets the sharpness of the transition between the inner and outer profile. All models were convolved with the appropriate one dimensional Point Spread Function profile before they are compared to the data.
We minimized the value of the χ 2 , starting from a first guess eye fit and then exploring the value of χ 2 over a uniform grid in the 5-dimensional parameter space. The grid was then refined in the region close to the χ 2 minimum to reach an accuracy on each parameter of 0.01 and finally a downhill simplex minimization algorithm was applied to convergence. As the behaviour at the smaller radii might be affected by the details of the Point Spread Function used for the convolution of the models (such as PSF dependence of chip location, telescope breathing and so on) we preferred to exclude points with r ≤ 0.
′′ 1 from the fit. In several objects the HST images show the presence of a prominent nuclear point source. In these cases we flagged Fig. 1 . HST images of the galaxies of the sample. The image size is shown in the bottom. The instrument/filter combination is reported in Tables 3 and 4 the innermost points of the profile to an extent which depends on the point source intensity, usually the radius where the brightness profile shows the characteristic upturn.
In Fig. 5 through 7 we superposed the best fit with a Nuker law to the actual data in the top panel, while the lower panel presents the residuals. Regions masked in the fitting procedure have their residuals marked with a cross instead of a circle.
Three galaxies show brightness profiles that cannot be reproduced by a Nuker law. These are marked in Tab. 3 and 4 as 'complex profiles'. This leaves us with 51 objects. In some cases, a good fit can only be obtained by flagging a range of radii; in most cases this is due to a depression in the brightness profiles that can be easily associated to dusty regions in the HST images. In other cases, localized region of excess are found over an otherwise well defined Nuker profile. Clearly there is some level of arbitrariness in separating complex profiles from those only slightly disturbed. To reflect this issue we mark with an ' ?' all sources (6) in which we flagged a significant portion of the brightness profile. However, in general, residuals show large scale fluctuations with amplitude of ≤ 1 − 2 % over the whole profile, with only two exceptions reaching locally values of 5%. This implies that overall a Nuker law reproduces quite well the galaxies profiles.
The parameters derived from the Nuker fits are reported in Tab. 3 and 4. The brightness at the break radius µ b has been converted to the standard Cousin-Johnson system and corrected for Galactic extinction. Break radii are in arcseconds. Sources are separated into power-law and core galaxies adopting the standard values, i.e. γ ≤ 0.3 are classified as core-galaxies, while γ ≥ 0.5 are power-law galaxies. We also considered as power-law galaxies, following the scheme of Lauer et al. (1995) , all those objects (6) in which no break in the brightness profile is seen at the HST resolution limit. More specifically, we included in this class the galaxies with r b ≤ 0.
′′ 2, as the region below the break is not sufficiently sampled (when not simply unresolved) to provide an accurate estimate of γ. Potentially, these objects might be core galaxies located at a sufficiently large distance so that a compact shallow core cannot be resolved. Indeed, there is one core-galaxy in our sample, UGC 7760 (NGC 4552, M 89) with v=392 km s −1 , with a well resolved core, r b = 0.
′′ 49 corresponding to 13 pc, which would have been misclassified with this scheme if it was located at a larger distance. Thus we prefer in the remaining of the paper to mark this class differently from objects with well established power-law profiles. In the sample there also 3 galaxies (two among those analyzed in this work) with an intermediate value of γ. See Tab. 5 for a summary of the breakdown of the objects into the different classes.
Since we were forced to use several filters for the analysis of the surface brightness profile, there is the possibility that the description of a given galaxy changes when observed in different bands. However, the comparison of the parameters derived from Nuker fits on the same galaxy imaged with HST in different filters (Ravindranath et al. 2001) indicates that, although differences are present, the classification into power-law and core galaxies is independent on wavelength. Nonetheless, we prefer to explore this issue in more detail for our sample. The images used in this work range from the V to the H band. We here con- Fig. 3 . HST images of the galaxies of the sample. sider the 21 galaxies for which images taken in both these bands are available, to test the robustness of the Nuker classification over the largest breadth of wavelength. Nine objects must be discarded since their V band images are saturated (3), heavily affected by dust (4) or as the presence of a single image in the archive prevents cosmic-ray rejection (2). Of the 12 remaining objects, brightness profiles of 11 galaxies have been already presented in the literature (see the articles cited in Table 3 , Lauer et al. (2004) and Faber et al. (1997) ), leaving to us only the analysis of the V band image of UGC 7494 (M 84). No discordant Nuker classification has been found, further supporting its independence on the observing band.
As discussed by several authors, a formal estimate of errors on the resulting Nuker parameters can not be performed (e.g. Byun et al. 1996 ). Since we are mostly interested in separating galaxies with shallow cusps from those with steep cusps, we explored how the variations of γ are reflected in the fit and in the residuals. We focus on UGC 7575, one of the two galaxies for which we found an intermediate value of γ = 0.33. Its best fit (see Fig.6 ) shows residuals always smaller than ±1.5%, quite typical for all fitted galaxies. In Fig. 8 we present the Nuker fit obtained forcing γ to 0.43, a value 0.1 larger with respect to the best fit, leaving all other parameters free to vary. Large and systematic residuals appear toward the center, reaching 5% at 0. ′′ 1. Although this does not provide us with a precise error estimate, it indicates that the error on γ are generally significantly smaller than 0.1, in agreement with the analysis performed by Byun et al. This implies that except for a few border-line objects our classification is robust.
Discussion
We are now in the position to explore how the multiwavelength properties of the galaxies of our sample are related to the brightness profiles and how they compare with results obtained on purely optically selected samples. In Fig.  9 we plot the absolute K band magnitude M K derived from 2MASS measurements 2 with the asymptotic slope γ. We recover the already known difference between core and power-law galaxies in terms of absolute magnitude. The most luminous galaxies are exclusively associated to core profiles. Nonetheless, core-galaxies are observed over a broad range of luminosity extending from M K ∼ −26.5 down to M K ∼ −21.8, more than two magnitudes above
The conversion to e.g. the V band can be obtained using the average color for E galaxies, V-K = 3.3, see Mannucci et al. (2001) . and below the break in the luminosity function, M * K =-24.3 (Huang et al. 2003) . Leaving aside the objects in which no break in the brightness profile is observed, the brightest power-law galaxy has M K = −24.2. Therefore, there is a substantial overlap between the two classes as far as their luminosity is concerned.
The well defined correlation between break radius and surface brightness at the break, which have been described as a fundamental plane for the galaxies cores, is also recovered (see Fig. 10) 3 . The comparison with previous works (see e.g. Fig. 8 in Faber et al. and the compilation provided by De Ruiter et al. 2005) indicate that the r b vs µ b relationship we obtain is in very good agreement from that seen in the other samples studied, purely optically selected. We conclude that our sample does not reflect any significant difference in the host galaxies with respect to the overall population of early-type galaxies, despite it has been selected imposing a minimum radio-flux level.
The only significant difference is the higher fraction of nucleated galaxies; this fraction varies considerably in previous studies e.g. from ∼ 15% in Laine et al. to ∼ 40% in Lauer et al. Although we defer the analysis of the nuclear properties to the forthcoming papers, we note that in our sample we detected an optical (or infrared) nucleus in ∼ 65% of the objects. This is not at all unexpected, since our sample is deliberately biased to favour the inclusion of active galaxies.
Concerning the relationship between host's magnitude and radio-power this is visually presented in Fig. 11 . Several authors in the past discussed this relationship (e.g. Laine et al. 2003 * power-law galaxies with r b ≤ 0.2; ? tentative classification. Fig. 8 . Nuker fit to UGC 7575 forcing the value of γ to be 0.1 larger than the best fit value of 0.33, while leaving al other parameters free to vary. This representative example is used to illustrate that the error on this parameter is in general smaller than 0.1. Auriemma et al. 1977 ) that can be described as a trend for which brighter galaxies have a higher probability to be strong radio-emitters with respect to less luminous galaxies. By separating core and power-law galaxies a clearer picture emerges. Only core-galaxies are radio-emitters at level larger than L r > 2.5 × 10 21 W Hz −1 . This is in line Fig. 9 . Logarithmic inner slope derived from the Nuker fit vs galaxy's K band magnitude. Galaxies belonging to sample I and II are separated on the basis of the value of γ. Core galaxies have γ ≤ 0.3 (filled circles), intermediate galaxies have 0.3 < γ < 0.5 (empty triangles), power-law galaxies have γ ≥ 0.5 (empty circles). Power-law galaxies in which no break in the brightness profile is seen above the resolution limit are located arbitrarily at γ = 1.2 and are marked with empty squares.
with the result found by De Ruiter et al. (2005) ; their analysis of the brightness profiles of HST images of radiogalaxies extracted from the B2 sample, as well as from nearby 3C sources, shows that all host galaxies of these Fig. 10 . Surface brightness at the break radius µ b vs break radius r b . Symbols as in Fig. 9 , i.e. filled circles for core galaxies, empty circles for power-laws, triangles for intermediate galaxies, squares for galaxies with no break in the brightness profile.
relatively powerful radio-sources have a core profile. Fig.  12 provides us with a different view of this same effect, by comparing γ with L r . It also shows that, when the two classes are separated, there is no dependence of the radioluminosity on the value of γ, e.g. smaller values of γ in core galaxies are not associated to the brightest radio-sources. However, below this threshold, the two populations of early-type galaxies cannot be readily differentiated. We are left with the ambiguity on what is the driving mechanism at the origin of this threshold in radio-luminosity for power-law galaxies: it can be due to an intrinsic difference with respect to core galaxies, but it might also be related to the difference in the host galaxy's luminosity, since no strong radio-source (L r > 10 22 W Hz s −1 ) is associated to a host with M K > −24, regardless of the profile class.
Considering separately the two classes, the (optically) brightest core galaxies are indeed associated to the strongest radio-sources. However, this effect cannot be simply described as a correlation between L r and M K since they show a very large spread, covering as much as 3 dex in radio-luminosity at a given magnitude. Furthermore, this trend does not extend to the lowest host magnitudes.
If we now consider the galaxies with intermediate nuclear slope and those in which no break in the brightness profile is seen (marked as triangles and squares respectively in Fig. 11 ) they are all relatively faint radiosources, below the threshold for power-law galaxies discussed above. On the other hand, these objects are in the range of relatively low optical luminosity where few radiobright objects are found. Fig. 11 . Host galaxies magnitude vs radio-luminosity. Symbols: filled circles for core galaxies, empty circles for power-laws, triangles for intermediate galaxies, squares for galaxies with no break in the brightness profile.
Summary and conclusions
Aim of this series of three papers is to explore the connection between the host galaxies and the AGN activ- Fig. 12 . Logarithmic inner slope vs radio-luminosity. Symbols: filled circles for core galaxies, empty circles for power-laws, triangles for intermediate galaxies, squares for galaxies with no break in the brightness profile. ity in nearby early-type galaxies. The new developments in our understanding of the relationship between the supermassive black-holes and galaxies properties as well as in the structure of the central regions of nearby galaxies warrant to re-explore this classical issue in a new framework. In particular, early-type galaxies are the critical class of objects. The two classes defined on the basis of their brightness profiles (core and power-law galaxies) coexist in early-type galaxies and they host both radio-quiet and radio-loud AGN.
A robust classification of the brightness profile can only be obtained for nearby objects since the most compact cores (r ∼ 10 pc) are barely resolved even in the HST images already at a distance of 40 Mpc. We then focus on two nearby samples of early-type galaxies well studied at radio-wavelengths in the past and more specifically on 116 galaxies (out a complete sample of 312 objects) that have been detected above the 1 mJy threshold in VLA images at 5 GHz by Wrobel (1991) and Sadler et al. (1989) . Imposing a radio-flux limit boosts the fraction of AGN with respect to a purely optically selected sample and, at the same time, provides us with a crucial information (their radio-luminosity) on the nuclear activity of these objects. Due to their proximity and to the low radio-flux limit we will be able to explore the AGN properties in objects with a radio-power as low as L r ∼ 10 19 W Hz −1 (or , equivalently, to νL r ∼ 10 36 erg s −1 ). In this first paper we analyze the archival HST images for this radio-selected sub-sample. They are available for 65 objects. Having discarded 11 objects with a complex morphology, we fit elliptical isophotes and derive the brightness profile for the remaining galaxies. With only 3 exceptions these profiles are well reproduced by a Nuker law fit. We are then able to separate early-type galaxies on the basis of the slope of their nuclear brightness profiles (γ), into core (γ ≤ 0.3) and power-law (γ ≥ 0.5) galaxies; we also found 3 galaxies with an intermediate slope (0.3 < γ < 0.5). We preferred this classification with respect to the traditional morphological scheme (i.e. E and S0 galaxies) since it is well known that it is often difficult to unambiguously distinguish between these two classes of objects (van den Bergh 2004) .
We recovered the already known difference in the luminosity between core and power-law galaxies, since the most luminous galaxies are exclusively core galaxies. Below M K ∼ −24.2, however, the two classes coexist and core galaxies are associated to objects as faint as M K ∼ −21.8. A well defined correlation between the radius and the surface brightness at the profile break, r b and µ b , the "core fundamental plane", is present also in our sample and it is indistinguishable from that seen in the other samples, purely optically selected, studied. Thus, our sample does not reflect any significant difference in the host galaxies with respect to the normal galaxies population.
Concerning the relationship between host's magnitude and radio-power, we found that only core-galaxies are radio-emitters at level larger than L r > 2.5×10 21 W Hz But below this threshold the two populations of earlytype galaxies cannot be readily differentiated. Since no strong radio-source (L r > 10 22 W Hz −1 ) is associated to a host with M K > −24 regardless of the profile class, we are left with the ambiguity on the origin of this threshold in radio-luminosity for power-law galaxies: it can be due both to a different nuclear structure of the two classes or to a difference in the host galaxy's luminosity, since power-law galaxies only scarcely populate the high end of the optical luminosity distributions, where the brightest radio-sources are found.
The most significant difference concerning the optical properties of our sample with respect to previous studies is the higher fraction of nucleated galaxies, since we detected an optical (or infrared) nucleus in ∼ 65% of the objects. This is not at all unexpected, since our sample is deliberately biased to favour the inclusion of active galaxies. Addressing the multiwavelength properties of these nuclei will be the aim of the two forthcoming papers of the series.
